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Dear Friends,

We are truly living the theme of the Foundation’s report this year – Adapting Through Innovation. 2020 has brought many challenges that have called upon us to adjust and think in new and creative ways.

The Bronxville School’s administration and faculty have innovated ways of teaching, engaging and keeping our students safe. Students have innovated not only the ways they learn and collaborate but also age-old traditions such as our special Bronxville graduation. Parents are innovating by taking on additional roles and supporting our students even more. All of this in keeping with the mission of Bronxville’s Promise – helping our students learn to lead, to be engaged citizens, to think critically and to innovate.

This summer, the Foundation held a special meeting to assess and approve two off-cycle grants in response to the global pandemic and in preparation for our school re-opening. In total this year, the Foundation approved a tremendous $1,009,166 in grants, including the funding of our new Design & Innovation Center.

Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of our community of donors, the Foundation has been able to support our school’s continuous innovations. With uncertain times ahead, your support is even more vital. It allows us to help with facility enhancements, program and curriculum development, professional development, health and wellness programs, as well as necessary equipment and materials for our students.

As the daughter of a 30+ year Kindergarten teacher from Maryland, I have always marveled at the Bronxville community’s strong commitment to innovative learning. Thanks to the generosity of our donors and the ingenuity of grant writers, the Foundation is able to further empower our school’s administration and faculty to provide the best possible learning environment for our students in these unprecedented times. As partners, we are able to adapt through innovation.

As we approach our school’s 100th year, adapting and innovation will continue to be crucial as we meet new challenges. Thank you so much for your generosity and commitment to the Bronxville School.

Wishing you and your families good health.

With deep appreciation,

Lori Beecher
Chairperson
2020 GRANT AWARDS

These grants were awarded for implementation in the 2020-21 academic year. In some cases, the pandemic has created implementation delays or slight grant modifications. The Foundation is committed to providing the grant writers and the administration with the flexibility required to responsibly accomplish the goals of each grant.

FACILITIES
• Design & Innovation Center
• IDE Classroom Redesign Phase III
• MS Art Room Renovation

EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
• MS Science 3-D Printer
• Unruly Splats: ES Coding & Active Play
• Bronco TV 4K Recorder & Equipment
• Milo the Robot for ES & MS Special Education
• Robotics Kits for MS Technology Class
• Acoustical Shells for Performing Arts
• Moving Lights for Auditorium
• Local Live - Live Streaming Video for School Sports & Special Events
• PE Audio Visual Equipment
• Portable Recording Studio for Performing Arts
• ES Sensory Path Hallway
• HS Vertimax Speed Training Equipment
• Wireless Sound Systems for Indoor & Outdoor Events

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Leadership Development Learning for Curriculum Leaders
• Enhancing Reading Comprehension for MS & HS World Language Department

PROGRAM & CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
• ES Diversity Book Club Author Visit: Grace Lin
• Canine Integrative Therapy for ES & MS Special Education
• Technology Curriculum Enhancements for ES & MS Special Education
• First Grade Math Curriculum Updates
• Hadestown: Eighth Grade Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies
• MS & HS Book Club
• HS STEM: Interdisciplinary Pilot
• HS World Language Fellows: Inquiry-Based Projects Program
• Project Let Us Seed Fund You: Seed Money for HS Entrepreneurship Classes
• HS Int’l Thespian Society Troupe: Yr. 2
• Bronco TV Studio Consultant for Technical Support & Maintenance

HEALTH & WELLNESS
• HS Portable Meditation Cart
• MS & HS One Love Curriculum
• HS Social Issues Awareness Club Speaker: Kevin Hines
• Wise Corner Mindfulness Pilot for Fourth Grade & Resource Room Classrooms

TOTAL: 33 GRANTS          AMOUNT: $1,009,166
As we begin this new school year, the Foundation theme of Adapting through Innovation has never been more relevant. As we face the challenges of the pandemic, we are extremely fortunate to have the partnership and support of the Bronxville School Foundation. With potential state aid reductions and decreased revenue, the Foundation has stepped up to assist the school so we could open our doors safely for our children and staff, while providing the best learning environment possible. This year, in addition to the many other grants, the Foundation provided funding for our “zoom rooms” allowing us to purchase large screen monitors, webcams, and microphones helping us improve our teaching for students in-person and at home. The Foundation also funded the application of Purezone antimicrobial film to all our high touch surface areas helping to keep our building clean and safe. The financial support for our new Innovation Center, will allow us to expand our STEM offerings and include courses such as Robotics and Entrepreneurism.

The Bronxville Promise: to Innovate, Lead, Think Critically, and Engage the World, is alive and well and we continue to expand pathways and opportunities for children to engage in and change the world. The support and cooperation of our community has never been more important. With your support, the facilities projects are on schedule and set to be completed by late fall. The new and renovated spaces are key to allow us to meet the future needs of our expanding curriculum. The opportunity to develop and cultivate creative ideas are one of the things that makes Bronxville such a special place. As we have all made adjustments to our daily lives during this unprecedented time, I encourage you to take a look at how the Bronxville School and most importantly our students benefit from the work of the Foundation.

On behalf of our staff, students, and community, we thank you for your support and generosity and we look forward to another exciting year at the Bronxville School!

Go Broncos!

Roy R. Montesano, Ed. D
Superintendent of Schools
In 2014, the Bronxville School launched a robust technology network using Google Apps for Education. The Foundation has funded extensive technology initiatives across all three schools, including grants for Chromebooks, Mac Laptops and iPads and related professional development and training for teachers.

In 2018, the Bronxville School debuted a state-of-the-art TV studio. The Foundation provided critical support by funding professional broadcast equipment in addition to work with a consultant that enabled faculty and a committed group of students to bring us Bronco TV.

In the spring of 2020, these critical seeds of innovation enabled the school community to pivot quickly to a virtual learning plan and stay connected. New seeds of innovation funded by the Foundation have also helped the administration to prepare for all possible learning scenarios in the coming year.

Zoom Classrooms & Home Use Equipment: The Foundation funded critical audio/visual equipment to strengthen hybrid and virtual instruction plans in conjunction with District-sponsored training for teachers on active learning in technology-infused classrooms.

PUREZONE by GUARDXPRO: Treatment of railings, handles, and other high-touch areas with Purezone, an antimicrobial film that has been shown to combat the growth of coronavirus on surfaces, promises to help make the school’s facilities safer.

Construction of the Design & Innovation (D&I) Center: Adding roughly 1,100 square feet in new learning space for innovative STEM work, the D&I Center will be the home to Engineering, Physics, Robotics, and Entrepreneurship classes.
The Foundation exists to fund important and innovative projects the District budget cannot cover. These enhancements are vital to creating an excellent overall educational experience for our children and keeping our school competitive.

The Foundation’s work is more critical than ever given the constraints of these unprecedented times. It is only through the ongoing and generous support of the community that we will keep our school and village strong.

The Foundation and the PTA play different, but complementary, roles at the Bronxville School. The Foundation funds grant requests, primarily from teachers and administrators, for faculty training, curriculum enhancements, and upgrades to equipment and facilities. The PTA serves as a vital link between the school and parents to support communication, after-school enrichment programs, and athletic and community traditions.

Foundation projects touch every student, elevating their educational experience in academics, the arts, athletics and student support services.

The Foundation enhances excellence at our school by helping maintain the competitive advantages that help keep our community strong and support fulfillment of the Bronxville Promise.

Foundation funds have direct and immediate impact by making many cutting-edge curricular and technology improvements possible. The grants are fast and flexible — many projects funded in May are up and running in classrooms in time for the new school year.

The Foundation positively impacts all three schools by supporting academics, arts, athletics, student support services, and faculty. By maintaining vital connections with alumni and the broader Bronxville community, the Foundation provides a means for all constituents to partner for the Bronxville School’s progress.
WAYS TO GIVE

Most donors give during our annual fund drive in the fall when Foundation board members send letters out to the community, but gifts are made throughout the year. We also sponsor the Katie Welling Memorial Run & Walk, a great community tradition in November. Alumni support the Foundation through the Alumni Fund-Raising Drive and the Alumni Brick Walk in which alumni (or their families) purchase inscribed pavers for the brick walk in front of the school. Some donors give “In Memory Of,” “In Recognition Of,” “In Honor Of,” or as planned Gifts/Benefactors. Gifts can be in the form of cash, securities, or life insurance.

Thanks to the generosity of our community, total contributions for 2020 were $445,983.

Designated Foundation Gift Funds:
- Endowment Fund: You may choose to donate to the Foundation’s Endowment Fund to provide a reserve of support for the Foundation’s work. Appreciation and interest earned on donations to our Endowment Fund currently cover all Foundation overhead enabling every dollar of our other donations to fund grants.

Other Designated Foundation Gift Funds:
- Fund for Science Education
- Fund for Special Education
- Robert K. Jackson Fund for the Performing Arts
- Dr. Erna Christensen Fund for Language Arts in Elementary School

Corporate Matching Gifts:

Honorary Gifts:
IN HONOR OF:
- Andrea Abbott
- Lissa & Steve Abrahamson
- Jennifer Lotz & Omar Albukhodra
- Yordanka Ivanova & Ranjit Acharjee
- Robert Adrian
- Lela & David Agnew
- Beth Taylor Aherne ‘80 & Peter Aherne
- Whitney & Brad Alan
- Joanna Harries & Cory Albert
- Andrea & Hugh Allan
- Betsy Lawyer Allison ‘69
- Jess & Ryan Anderson
- Dana Arrighi
- Audrey Wainz-Ashley ’42
- Amy & Jon Atkeson
- Susan & Ken Auerbach
- Liney & James Ball
- Tracy Cole & Richard Barker
- Joyce & Jonathan Barnes
- Kari Montanus & Emmanuel Baror
- Lisa & David Barr
- Jen & Ed Barr, III
- Christopher Bastis ’67
- Namrata & Sanjiv Bavush
- Ali Beck ’06
- Linda & George Beck
- Allison & Jonathan Beer
- Mary Taylor Behrens ’79 & Chris Behrens
- Kim Olson Beit & Jim Beit
- Joy & Brian Belke
- Kyle Moran & Glenn Bellitto
- Kate Daggett & Daniel Bennett
- Karen Moyer Benziger ’77 & Paul Benziger ’77
- Martha & Frank Bergold
- Danielle Holahan-Bici & Alex Bici
- Jane & Jack Bierwirth
- Catherine & Michael Bird
- Delia & Jay Bishop
- Leslie & Tom Bitas
- Hillary & Stephen Blumenreich
- Lisa & Brian Bodell
- Donna Olshen & Peter Bonventre
- Margaret Monahan & Roland Bopp
- Sandra DeFeo-Borducci ’97 & Peter Borducci, Jr. ’94
- Nahhij & Joseph Bore
- Mr. & Mrs. William Bornmann
- Mary & Pierre Bouvard
- Nancy & Michael Boyle
- Bobbie Brackenridge
- Teresa & Mike Brady
- Margaret & Eugene Brady

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

- Zahabia & Satpal Brainch
- Kay Brakatselos
- Janet & David Brashear
- Emily & Donald Bringle
- Noonshin & Derek Brinster
- Julia & Thomas Brogan
- Bronxville Derby Association
- Friends of the Bronxville Poker Club
- Amy & Kevin Brown
- Bridgie and John Brown
- Jen & Al Bruno
- Courtney & Nick Burgin
- Lori Beecher & Marc Burstein
- Henrietta Buschman-Jordan ’69
- Jennifer Wilson-Buttigieg ’85 & Brian Buttigieg
- Liz & Brian Byrne ’78
- Diana & Ryan Byrne
- Helen Knapp ’80 & Charles Caglistro
- George Calandros
- Carmela & Mark Callahan
- Angelina Campanile
- Susan & Guy Campanile
- Courtney Campbell ‘14
- Madison Campbell ‘14
- Lauren & Patrick Cann
- Marikay & Pat Capasso
- Priscilla Newman & Ron Cappello
- Jennifer & Victor Carella
- Mariellen Sullivan Carpenter ’80 & Noble Carpenter
- Michelle Carroll Dallhoff ’02
- Robert R. Chace, Jr. ’67
- Amy Thornton Charlton ’85 & Kevin Charlton
- Irina & Alex Chernov
- Ranie & George Childs, Jr. ’52
- Georgia & Alex Ciaputa ’77
- Amy & Anthony Civale
- Class of 1969
- Anne & Sean Coffey
- Amy Brown & Paul Colatrelia
- Ann-Marie Conlan
- Susan & Chris Conniff
- Jane Regan & Michael Considine
- Anja Cooney
- Cynthia & George Cooney

Audited financial statements with details are available upon request.

DONOR LIST INCLUDES
KATIE WELLING RUN & WALK
PARTICIPANTS & DONORS
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

Roxana & Herbert Lash
Julie & Dan Latham
Sherman Lau
Jessica Rieder
Alanna & Byrd Leavell
Marcia & Larry Lee
Ana & George Lekovic
Jen & Beau Lescott
Robin & David Lewis
Grace Fan & David Li
Emily Eustis Liggitt ’96 & Mark Liggitt
Tracy & Jim Lilly
Bridget & Chris Lockwood
Carol Lockwood
Gina & Joseph Lodi
Merima Dulic-Lokvancic & Mahir Lokvancic
Guy Longobardo ’78
Katharine Lord ’96
Liz & Simon Macfadyen
Dana & Robert MacNaughton
Margaret & Ron Mager
Dorothy & Robert Mahoney
Claudia & Steve Malley
Mary Beth Mandanas
Huma & Srinivas Mandapati
Joseph & Manganiaello ’00
Anile Gjura & Nick Markola
Maggie Griffin Marrone ’76 & Jim Marrone, Jr.
Eileen & Jeff Marshall
Nancy & Steu Marshall ’86
Candace & Ed Martin II ’84
Ginny & Ed Martin, Jr.
Lansing & Chris Martenelli
Kathleen & Mark Matthews
Carolyn & Patrick Mattson
Maureen & Donald McCullister, Jr.
Michelle & Vincent McBride
Michelle & Robert McCarthy
James McEde ’66
Melissa & Patrick McEnroe
Bumpty Dietrich McGrath ’49 & Bob McGrath ’45
Buzza McGrath ’73
Jennifer Clarke McGrath ’88 & Tim McGrath
Elizabeth Larkin & Michael McKeighan, Jr.
Irene & Robert McNamara
Helena & John McSherry
Megan & Pete McSherry
Tracy McVey
Julie Meade
Jayne Napier-Mee & Brian Meath
Joann Meehan
Jennifer & Ingo Mellinghoff
Niamh Hartnett-Merlucio & Angelo Merlucio
Evie Merrill ’69
Ashley & Chris Mestl ’93
Ann Meyer
Stafford & Doug Meyer
Christine & Charles Miers
Jane & Alden Millard
Mollie Murphy ’04 & Gavin Miller
Melissa Mills ’88
Heather & Mark Miner
Pam & Guy Minetti
Buz Minor ’66
Larissa & Brian Modesitt
Heather & James Molloy
Candace Marshall Monaco ’70 & Mike Monaco
Roy Montesano
Lorraine & Mike Mooney
Catherine & Gregg Moore
Rhonda & Jack Moore ’69
Simoni & Mauricio Morato
Gay Stiegitz Morison ’58
Pam Morrison
Ayuko & Urs Mueller
Nicola & Terry Mullen
Philip Murphy
Laura & Brian Murphy
Liz & Paul Murphy
Catherine Murphy-Heke
Matt Murphy ’06
Billy Murphy ’08
Amanda Beck Murphy ’02 & Sean Murphy ’05
Lorraine Mohan & Jim Murray
Paige & Art Nagle
Matt Nagle ’05
Katrina & Chris Nay
Tania & Carter Neild
Daisy & Jack Neumark
Ibbit & Bill Newhall III
Peggy & Robert Newton
Esmont Nissim Foundation
Natasha & Steve Nordahl
Sarah & Ted Normand
Marianne Nyland
Susan & Patrick O’Brien
Mary Anne & John O’Callahan
Mary Alice & Bill O’Connell
Joan O’Connor
Catherine Jhee-O’Hagan & Brian O’Hagan
Kristen O’Hara
Jessica Sessions & Bob O’Hare
Mina & Yoheli Oka
Christine & Brian O’Keefe
Amy Oldenburg
Elizabeth Kiehner & Keith Olwell
Corinne & Jim O’Mara
Mary & Ed O’Reilly
Ann Fishburn Orminsik ’69
Katharine & Dave Outcalt
Maryann & Chris Palermo
Teresa McRoberts & Stephen Palfrey
Misha & John Pantelara
Rhondora & John Pascual
Anar & Sanil Patel
Carlie & Sam Patterson
Margaret & Andy Paul ’74
Elizabeth & Rich Peacock
Michelle & Andy Pearlman
Fran & Joe Pepe ’78
Kerry Accocella & Richard Pero
Ashley Rosebrook & Stefan Peters ’89
Krishna & Eduardo Petersen
Lana & Kevin Phillips
Liz Cummins & Tony Phillips
Katherine & Mark Pinho
Valentina & Luigi Perelli
Danielle Pitts
Elizabeth & Paul Planet
John Pollakowski
Alex & Marc Portner
Emelie & Phillip Peiris
Molly & Ivan Presant
Mary & Charles Preusse
Madyrn & John Priestley
Jackie & Jason Prior
John Price ’82
Christina & Jerry Provenzano
Betsy & Ian Putnam
Jill & Mike Pytosh
David & Lesley Quattrom
Kendall & Jack Rabun
Natalie & Mikhail Radik
Naureen Kabir & Nihad Rahman
Jillian Leibfreid & Mario Ramirez
Larry Ransom ’64
Lisa & Ashvin Rao
Jenn & Mark Redman
Clyde Reetz ’72
Katy Choo & David Reich
Kimberly & Maurice Reidy
Joanne Johnson & Edward Reilly, Jr.
Sarah & Sheldon Reynolds
Nina Richter
Jessica Rieder
Wendy & Bob Riggs ’51
Christina Rivera
Elisa Shevlin Rizzo ’89 & Billy Rizzo
Karen & Marc Robert
Sharon & Scott Robinson
Malise & Lucy Rodembusch
Edwin Rodriguez
Dana & Jose Rodriguez
Idi Bender Romley ’85
Christine & Eugene Rooney
Rosemarie Amoedo & Robert Rosenberg
Kierstie & Josh Rucci
Terry & Jim Ruddy
Lauren & Ed Ruffo
Jen & Jim Russo
Nancy & Bradley Sabel
Richard Salinaro
Suzette & Michael Sands
Lisa & Mike Sargent ’77
Claire Sargent ’74
Tara & Emmanuel Saridakis
Andrey & John Schermer
Rita & John Schoen ’69
Sandra & Peter Schubert
Jamie & David Schwartz
Jane & Chris Scotti
Ellen & Bob Seabring
Emma & Morgan Seaman
Jane & Luke Sears
Alexandra & Paul Seaton
Angela & John Seminar
Denise Shire-Mercer
Katie & Vivek Shah
Sara Zia & Tushar Shah
Brooks Norris-Shea ’69 & Bob Shea
Kate Shearer ’97
Juliana & Thomas Shearer ’02
Linda Smith-Shearer & Robert Shearer
Maggie & John Sheehan
Marisa & Nick Sheumack
Melissa & Neal Shinzato
Wendy Sigurdson
Ollinda & John Simon
Jeanne McFadden & Tom Sipple
Kristin & Brian Smith
Lisa Guillery & Justin Smith
Adrienne Sullivan Smith ’62 & Tom Smith, Jr.
Callie & Chris Solomon
The Donor List reflects contributions for the period between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020.

**Thank you to our donors**

- Jean Vendice & Ed Sondey
- Julia B Fee Sotheby's International Realty
- Bridget & Michael Sousa
- Cristina Brusco & Kirk Sperber
- Catherine Chatham & Craig Spiegel
- Suzanne & Steve Srebick
- Oliver Stafford ’54
- Tina & Bill Staudt
- Sarah & Peter Stein
- Lisa Kunstadter & Nick Stephens
- Blaine Stoddard ’69
- Alison & Geoffrey Strong
- Patty & Neil Stronski
- Mandy & Fred Stuptar
- Edwina & Eddie Sulimirski ’84
- Thomas J. Sullivan
- Jenny & Jack Sullivan
- Charlotte & Ryan Sullivan
- Kyoe Kure & Seth Sullivan
- Mary & Ryan Sundquist
- Tina & Steve Swartz
- Bibi & Bart Swenson
- Chris Tannen ’08
- Alyssa Gursky & Nunzio Tarantino
- Volney & Kathleen M. Taylor Foundation
- Maria & Migo Terjanian
- Tyler Thomas
- Michelle & Richard Thomas
- Martha Thomas ’18
- Jennie & Owen Thomas
- Schatz & Peter Thorp
- Lauren & Dan Toal
- Kim & Greg Tobin
- Patricia & Brian Toolan
- Margaret & John Torell
- Christine & Tom Tormey
- Denise & Dennis Tormey
- J. Grant Troja ’71
- Liping & Paul Tuffy
- Karen Skinner Twomey ’73
- Jen & Jeff Ungvary
- Ellie & Jay Urstadt
- Jean Marie & Tom Vail
- Lynette & Dean Vanderwarker
- Kate & Tyler Vaughey
- Lyndal & Peter Vermette
- Margaret & Andrew Vitrano
- Nancy & Carlo Vittorini
- Mache & Georgios Vlassopoulos
- Elizabeth & Larry Vranka
- Debbie & Dick Walker ’69
- Melissa Epley Warble ’85 & Brennan Warble
- Deya & Gus Warren
- Jake Warren ’53
- Sarah & Matt Waterstone
- Rose & Bill Weir ’69
- Helen & Tom Wellin
- Chelsey & Kurt Wellin
- Karen Wellin
- Jennifer & Matthew Wells
- Marlissa & John Westerfield
- Kimberly Wilson Wety ’89 & Matt Wetty
- Jill & Timothy Whipple
- Nancy & Rich Whitney
- Catherine O’Connor Williams ’96 & Matt Williams
- Peggy Benziger Williams ’75 & Richard Williams
- Lynn Williams ’53
- Miwako & Scott Willoughby
- James Wilmott
- Ralf Wimmershoff
- Veronica & Jason Witty
- Makiko Tanaka & Andrew Wong
- Ruth & Mark Wood
- Kelly & John Woods
- Kristen & James Woolery
- Liana & Jan Wortel
- Patricia & Michael Wrotniak
- Karina & Michael Wylie
- Neelu Palmer & Sunil Yadav
- Alex Yankus ’02
- Wyatt Yankus ’05
- Virginia Young
- Alexa & Stephen Zannetos
- Isabel Nunez & Robert Zara
- Laura & Sacha Zarba
- Elizabeth & Austin Zeigler
- Wei Deng & Yi Zhou
- Betty & Christopher Zichello
- John Zidik ’81
- Tempe & Alan Zucker
- Zwicker & Zacher, Ltd.

The Class of 1969 celebrated their 50th Reunion in 2019 and the Foundation appreciates their generous Class Gift.

**Alumni Walk**

More than 2,200 bricks grace the entrance of the Bronxville School in a strong showing of support for the school by our alumni. Created in 1994, the Alumni Walk has grown through donations from graduates of all ages. Entire classes, as well as families and friends, purchase bricks to honor former students. This year the following alumni added their bricks to the walk:

- Justin Barr ’20
- Pete Bevis ’17
- Alexandra Bruno ’20
- Jay Anthony Burstein ’19
- Michael Andrew Burstein ’20
- Daniel Casperson ’20
- Harry Chariton ’20
- Anne Carroll Conway ’47
- George Cooney ’20
- Michelle Coppola ’19
- Jacqueline Coquillette ’20
- Patrick Eigendorff ’20
- Sean Eigendorff ’20
- Fernanda Fraser ’18
- Philippa Fraser ’20
- Luke Freeman ’20
- Jimmy Gallo ’20
- Ava Clothilde Gaston ’20
- Gatesy Gill ’58
- Benjamin Hanley ’20
- Madeline Hanley ’19
- Jack Hommeyer ’20
- Christopher Hutchins ’20
- Alisa Kangaris ’20
- Erin Kaye ’20
- Margaret Virginia Knight ’19
- Charlie Knox ’20
- Claire Kraemer ’18
- PJ Krestinski ’20
- Gabrielle Louise Laval-Mullen ’20
- Max Laval-Mullen ’20
- Olivia Paige Lewis ’19
- Eileen Marshall ’20
- Jack Matthews ’20
- Grace McSherry ’20
- Jack McSherry ’18
- Madison Meehan ’20
- James Millard ’19
- Gabriel Passos Morato ’18
- Natalia Passos Morato ’20
- Cassidy Mullen ’20
- Hailey Mullen ’20
- Maxwell Mullen ’20
- Alexandria Paradise ’20
- Emily Perry ’20
- Markus Peters ’88
- Stefan Peters ’89
- Masha Popovic ’20
- Claire Rich ’20
- Margot Richards ’18
- Elise Russo ’20
- Marguerite Scotti ’20
- Jack Seminara ’20
- William Tormey ’20
- Nora Murphy Triandis ’20
- Sean Murphy Triandis ’12
- Amanda Rose Troy ’20
- Holly Ungvary ’20
- Eco Valdes ’20
- Victoria Vigorito ’20
- Harry Villanueva ’20
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Lori Beecher, Chairperson
Rob Crystal, VP Development
John Kelty, VP Alumni Affairs
Lansing Martinelli, VP Public Relations

Won Giuriceo, VP Grants Program
Nancy Marshall, VP Nominating
Ian Putnam, VP Legal
David Outcalt, Treasurer

Eileen Marshall, Secretary
Helena McSherry, Executive Director

Ex Officio: Dr. Roy Montesano, Superintendent of Schools
Michael Finley, Trustee, School Board
Jennifer Heathwood, Vice President/President-Elect, PTA

Brian Bodell
Gio Cutaia
Mike Dimitri
Deirdre Doheny
Kristen Evans
Wendy Fahy

Mary Gay
Christopher Horvers
Erin Daly Krestinsky
Christopher Krieg
Jennifer Lescott

Vincent McBride
Julie Meade
Robert O’Hare
Sam Patterson
Katie Shah
Lisa Sorensen

Socially Distanced Senior Class Graduation on July 18, 2020

www.BronxvilleSchoolFoundation.org